Abstract-Given a geographic query that is composed of query keywords and a location, a geographic search engine retrieves documents that are the most textually and spatially relevant to the query keywords and the location, respectively, and ranks the retrieved documents according to their joint textual and spatial relevances to the query. The lack of an efficient index that can simultaneously handle both the textual and spatial aspects of the documents makes existing geographic search engines inefficient in answering geographic queries. In this paper, we propose an efficient index, called IR-tree, that together with a top-k document search algorithm facilitates four major tasks in document searches, namely, 1) spatial filtering, 2) textual filtering, 3) relevance computation, and 4) document ranking in a fully integrated manner. In addition, IR-tree allows searches to adopt different weights on textual and spatial relevance of documents at the runtime and thus caters for a wide variety of applications. A set of comprehensive experiments over a wide range of scenarios has been conducted and the experiment results demonstrate that IR-tree outperforms the state-of-theart approaches for geographic document searches.
INTRODUCTION
T HE World Wide Web (WWW) has become the most popular and ubiquitous information media. According to wikipedia, there are 25 billion indexable webpages and over 100 million websites recorded in 2009, and these numbers continue to grow. Due to the massive number of webpages, search engines that search and rank documents based on their relevances to user queries become essential for information seeking. Search engines are required to determine relevant webpages within a short latency. In other words, high search efficiency is one of the key design and implementation objectives of search engines. Thus, efficient indexing techniques that organize webpages according to their contents are demanded.
Although webpages are accessible worldwide over the Internet, users are usually only interested in information (such as business listings or news) related to certain locations, e.g., "Las Vegas's restaurant reviews," "Boston's hotels and bars," and "New York's weather." We refer to these queries, which consist of both textual and spatial conditions on documents, as geographic queries (or queries, for short), and search engines specialized for answering geographic queries as geographic search engines. 1 Here, we use Example 1 as a running example, in this paper, to illustrate the idea of geographic queries and the function of geographic search engines.
Example 1. (Running example) Suppose in a geographic
search engine there is a set of 10 documents, D ¼ fd 1 ; . . . d 10 g, each of which is associated with one spatial location and consists of multiple keywords.
Figs. 1a and 1b plot the frequencies of keywords "sushi" and "buffet" and the spatial locations of the documents, respectively. Assume that a user Alice in Boston issues a geographic query "Boston's sushi buffet" and the top-3 documents are to be returned. In this query, "sushi" and "buffet" are query keywords, and "Boston" represents a location/area of her interest. 2 Regardless of the order of their relevances, this example shows a set of candidate result documents fd 2 ; d 3 ; d 4 ; d 5 ; d 6 g, with respect to both textual relevance and spatial relevance. 3 Here, d 1 , although being within "Boston," is not relevant because it contains neither "sushi" nor "buffet." On the other hand, d 7 ; d 8 ; d 9 , and d 10 , although being textually relevant to the query, are not within "Boston." The top-3 documents in the candidate set that are most relevant are returned.
In the past few years, due to increasing application demands and rapid technological advances in geographical information systems, geographic search engine has been receiving a lot of attention from both industry and academia [12] , [15] , [21] , [22] , [26] . Same as the conventional search engines, a geographic search engine is required to quickly return documents of high relevance in both textual and spatial aspects to a given geographic query. Serving as the core of search engines, index structures apparently are very important. However, designing an efficient index structure for both textual and spatial information is not trivial, as four major challenges need to be overcome. First, each keyword in the documents is usually treated as one dimension in the document space. Indexes for document search need to cover a very large high-dimensional search space. Second, words and locations in geographic documents have different forms of representations and measurements of relevances to a query. A coherent index that can seamlessly integrate these two aspects of geographic documents is very desirable. Third, the words and location of a document have separate influences on the overall relevance of the document to a query, while the relative importance of textual and spatial relevance is very much subjective to the user. Various combinations of these two factors are necessary to accommodate diversified user needs. Thus, an ideal index should allow search algorithms to adapt to different weights between textual and spatial relevance of documents at the runtime. Last but not the least, the index structure together with an appropriate search algorithm has to facilitate efficient determination of both textual relevance and spatial relevance of the documents while performing document ranking in order to guarantee high search efficiency. However, existing approaches (as will be discussed in Section 2.3) are inefficient in processing geographic document search. This motivates our research. In this paper, we design an efficient index structure, namely, IR-tree, for geographic search engines which effectively addresses all four challenges discussed above. The strength of IR-tree lays in its ability to perform document search, document relevance computation, and document ranking in an integrated fashion. In brief, IR-tree indexes both the textual and spatial contents of documents that enables spatial pruning and textual filtering to be performed at the same time during query processing. A top-k document search algorithm based on IR-tree combines both the search and ranking processes, thus effectively reducing the number of documents examined. A set of comprehensive experiments over a wide range of system and query parameters has been conducted. The experiment results demonstrate that IR-tree significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches for geographic document searches. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
. We propose IR-tree which indexes both the textual and spatial contents of documents to support document retrievals based on their combined textual and spatial relevances, which, in turn, can be adjusted with different relative weights. . We design a rank-based search algorithm based on IR-tree to effectively combine the search process and ranking process to minimize I/O costs for high search efficiency. . We perform a cost analysis for IR-tree and conduct a comprehensive set of experiments over a wide range of parameter settings to examine the efficiency of IR-tree. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a background and reviews existing works related to geographic search engines. Section 3 presents the structure of IR-tree, and discusses variants of aggregated document information and storage schemes as well as manipulations. Section 4 details a top-k document search algorithm based on IR-tree. Section 5 evaluates the performance of the proposed IR-tree in comparison with the stateof-the-art approaches. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we first define both geographic document search and geographic document ranking based on textual relevance and spatial relevance. Then, we discuss the measurements of textual relevances and spatial relevances, and review existing works proposed for geographic search engines.
Geographic Document Search and Ranking
We assume each document d in a given document set D is composed of a set of words W d , and is associated with a location L d . Given a query q that specifies a set of query keywords W q and a query spatial scope S q , the textual relevance and spatial relevance of a document d to q are formalized in Definitions 1 and 2, respectively. Accordingly, geographic document search finds from D those documents that are both textually relevant and spatially relevant to a given query (as stated Definition 3), and geographic document ranking ranks the documents based on the joint textual and spatial relevances with respect to the query (as formalized in Definition 4).
Definition 1 (Textual relevance

Definition 3 (Geographic document search).
Geographic document search identifies those documents in D that are both textually and spatially relevant to q.
Definition 4 (Geographic document ranking). Geographic document ranking returns the k most relevant documents, sorted in descending order of their joint textual and spatial relevances, denoted by q ðdÞ, with respect to q. 4 Here, k is specified by the user and ðdÞ is formulated in (1) . 
The joint relevance of d is the weighted sum of textual relevance and spatial relevance, with a parameter ð2 ½0; 1Þ controlling their relative weights.
Document Relevance Measurement
The accurate estimation of the relevance between documents and user queries is critical to the perceived quality and performance of search engines. Specific to geographic search engines, we study some existing weighting functions for estimating textual relevance and spatial relevance.
Textual Relevance
There are various models (e.g., vector space model, probabilistic model, language model, etc. [4] ) to measure the relevance of documents to a given query. Among all those, TF-IDF [13] , [24] is the most widely used. There are many TF-IDF variants sharing the same fundamental principles, though using different tf and idf formulations. For simplicity, we consider the generic one hereafter. TF-IDF weighs a term in a document based on term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf) [16] . 5 A term frequency tf w;d measures the number of times a word w appears in a document d, which indicates the importance of the word within the document. On the other hand, the inverse document frequency, idf w;D measures the specificity (importance) of a word w in a document set D, i.e., idf w;D ¼ log jDj jfdjd2D^tfðw;dÞ>0gj . However, under the context of geographic document search, the idf of a word w, denoted by idf w;D;S , is defined corresponding to a candidate document set D S instead. The documents in D S have their locations fully covered by the query spatial scope S. Note that the candidate documents are completely subject to S provided at the query time. Equation (2) formulates idf w;D;S .
where D S ¼ fdjd 2 D^L d Sg and df w;D S ¼ jfdjd 2 D St fðw; dÞ > 0gj. In this paper, the textual relevance of a document d to q is defined in (3).
Spatial Relevance
The spatial relevance of a document d, denoted as 'ðdÞ, depends on the types of the spatial relationships defined between a document location L d and a spatial scope S. Commonly adopted relationships as discussed in [26] include: & Without loss of generality, we focus on the proximity in the following discussion. Other types of spatial relevances can be supported by substituting proximity with a desired spatial relevance calculation.
Related Works
Here, we review existing works in textual index, spatial index, and geographic document search engines.
Textual Index
To facilitate the calculation of TF/IDF of documents, inverted files, which are collections of inverted lists, are proposed. Each inverted list l w serves one word w. An element hd; tf w;d i in l w records a document d with tf w;d > 0; and each list is arranged in descending order of documents' tf values. Because conventional TF-IDF calculation does not consider any query spatial scope, the IDF value of a given word within a document set D can be easily obtained, i.e., idf w;D ¼ log jDj jl w j , where jDj and jl w j represent the cardinality of D and the length of l w , respectively. Some proposed optimization techniques only read the initial portion of lists to avoid accessing unnecessary documents [2] , [3] , [23] . In geographic document search, computing idf w;D;S as shown in (2) is much more challenging than computing idf w;D in conventional search engine.
Spatial Index
Spatial indexes [9] have been extensively studied in the spatial database community [25] . Among all the existing spatial indexes, R-tree [11] is very well-received. In an Rtree, spatial objects are first abstracted as minimum bounding boxes (MBBs). Those spatial objects whose MBBs are closely located are clustered in leaf nodes. Similarly, leaf nodes with closely located MBBs are grouped to form nonleaf nodes. This grouping process propagates until the root node is formed. Aggregate R-tree (aRtree) [17] extends R-tree to support spatial aggregation queries to find aggregated information within a search area. Also, R-tree and its variants can support runtime object ranking [14] .
Geographic Search Engine
Currently, two types of approaches are used by existing geographic search engines, namely, Approach I that uses separated indexes for spatial information and textual information, and Approach II that uses a combined index [12] , [15] , [18] , [22] , [26] . However, they both are not efficient.
Approach I logically extends conventional textual search engines with spatial filtering capability of Quad-tree, R-tree, and Grid index as suggested in [5] , [18] , [22] , respectively. As an example, in [5] , the most recent work of Approach I, an inverted file is created to index words of documents and a grid index is created to index locations of documents. Based on two indexes, a search generally follows a threestep process.
.
Step 1: retrieving textually relevant documents with respect to query keywords via a conventional textual index. . Step 2: filtering out the documents obtained from
Step 1 that are not covered by the query spatial scope. . Step 3: ranking the documents from Step 2 based on the joint textual and spatial relevances in order to return the ranked results to the user. We use the running example (i.e., Example 1) to illustrate the above three-step process. First, Step 1 retrieves all documents textually relevant to query keywords and ignores those textually irrelevant documents (i.e., d 1 ). As Alice is only interested in the query spatial scope "Boston," documents outside the scope are discarded in Step 2, i.e., Table 1 ; and the top-3 documents (i.e., d 6 ; d 3 , and d 5 ) are returned.
Approach I is inefficient. First of all, a keyword-based search may retrieve a large number of textually relevant documents that are outside the spatial scope. Take our evaluation (to be discussed in Section 5) as an example. More than 90 percent of the textually relevant documents are outside the query spatial scopes. Although it is possible to reorder Steps 1 and 2 based on their selectivities, performance improvement is rather limited if the selectivities in Steps 1 and 2 are both high. Besides, the ranking process is not incremental, i.e., it has to sort all of the candidate documents based on the joint textual and spatial relevances in Step 3 in order to find the top-k documents. As the total number of candidate documents is usually much larger than k, document ranking becomes very expensive. Further, these three steps are performed sequentially, prolonging the processing time and requiring a large memory storage to buffer intermediate results between steps.
To improve the search efficiency, Approach II combines the spatial locations and textual contents of documents together and builds one index on them. Existing works following Approach II include [12] , [26] , [15] . In [15] , the name of a location and every word of a document are combined as a new word. Referring to our running example, d 2 produces a new word "Boston_buffet" (use a location name as a prefix and a word as a suffix connected by an underscore). Then, an inverted file based on those new words is created to support geographic searches. However, this approach simply treats locations as texts and cannot deal with various spatial relevance computations (as discussed in the previous section). On the other hand, in [26] , two hybrid indexes are proposed, namely, 1) an inverted file on top of Rtrees (see Fig. 2a ), referred to as Hybrid I , and 2) an R-tree on top of inverted files (see Fig. 2b ), referred to as Hybrid R . Thus, a search upon Hybrid I first locates a collection of documents based on search keywords and then based on locations. The search strategy is reversed for Hybrid R . However, these hybrid indexes do not integrate the textual filtering and spatial filtering seamlessly. KR*-tree is another type of hybrid indexes which supports searches for spatial objects based on their textual contents [12] . It extends Hybrid R by augmenting with a set of words in the internal nodes. Thus, it can support both spatial and textual filtering simultaneously. The query processing algorithm finds the nodes that are spatially relevant to the query spatial scope and containing the query keywords. It then evaluates all the objects in these nodes for ranking. Along the same line, IR 2 -tree [8] builds an R-tree and uses signature files (rather than a set of words) to record the document words associated with nodes in the index. Signature files reduce the storage overhead and R-tree can quickly determine the documents spatially covered by a query spatial scope. However, signature file can only determine whether a given document contains query keywords but fail to order them based on the textual relevance. In brief, Hybrid R , KR*-tree and IR 2 -Tree are not efficient due to separation of document search and document ranking. After the document search step, a large number of candidate documents are usually retrieved but only k of them are returned after document ranking. Consequently, the evaluation of those nonresult candidates is a waste. Finally, although KR*-tree, IR 2 -Tree and our IR-tree proposed in this paper are built on top of R-tree, they are very different in terms of structures, functionalities, and extensibility to searches with various relevance requirements.
IR-TREE
In this section, we present IR-tree, an efficient index that provides the following required functions for geographic document search and ranking: 1) spatial filtering: all the spatially irrelevant documents have to be filtered out as early as possible to shrink the search space; 2) textual filtering: all the textually irrelevant documents have to be discarded as early as possible to cut down the search cost; and 3) relevance computation and ranking: since only the top-k documents are returned and k is expected to be much smaller than the total number of relevant documents, it is desirable to have an incremental search process that integrates the computation of the joint relevance and document ranking seamlessly so that the search process can stop as soon as the top-k documents are identified.
In addition, IR-tree is designed by taking into account the storage and access overheads since a document set is very large in terms of numbers of documents and their words. In the following, we first detail the design of IR-tree indexing structure. Then, we discuss the notion of document summaries (and several variants) that facilitate search space exploration and pruning as well as ranking. Thereafter, we discuss the storage schemes and index manipulation methods.
IR-Tree Structure
In order to support efficient geographic document search, the IR-tree clusters a set of documents into disjointed subsets of documents and abstracts them in various granularities. By doing so, it enables the pruning of those (textually or spatially) irrelevant subsets. The efficiency of IR-tree depends on its pruning power, which, in turn, is highly related to the effectiveness of document clustering and the search algorithms. Our IR-tree clusters spatially close documents together and carries textual information in its nodes. These designs distinguish our IR-tree from other hybrid indexes (as reviewed in Section 2.3). IR-tree associates each leaf entry with an inverted file and associates a document summary that provides textual information of documents with each node so that the tf and idf values of the document words can be estimated at nodes without examining individual documents. Fig. 3 depicts an IR-tree indexing structure. An inverted file consists of a list of words, with each corresponding to a word w and pointing to a list of documents that contain w. Then, for each node i, a document summary about a set of documents D i indexed beneath i is captured as a three-element tuple:
In the tuple, the first element A i is the minimal bounding box covering all of the locations
Next, jD i j refers to the cardinality of the document set D i . The third element is a set of (df w;D i ; T F w;D i ) pairs. For each word w that appears in at least one document in D i (i.e., W i ), df w;Di represents the number of documents in D i that contain w and T F w;D i is the aggregated information about the tf values of w in D i . We investigate two different representations of T F w;Di , and they will be discussed in the next section. Notice that the document summary of a nonroot node i is stored with i's parent node h. Then, given a query that reaches i's parent node h, it can decide whether i contains potential result documents (i.e., whether the examination of i is necessary) based on the document summary.
To facilitate our discussion, we use Example 2 to illustrate an IR-tree based on our running example. As defined in Section 2.2, the textual relevance between a document and a query is dependent on both the tf values and the idf values of documents with respect to query keywords. To facilitate the discussion, let D i represent the set of documents indexed beneath node i and W i represent the set of words appearing in at least one document
. Since A i ; jD i j, and df w;Di values are maintained in document summaries, the candidate document set D S (i.e., D) can be formed as early as the search reaches a set of nodes N S such that A i in a document summary for any node i 2 N S is fully bounded by the query spatial scope S, i.e., 8 iN S A i S. Then, the idf value for a given query keyword w can be determined over those identified nodes N S without scanning the documents indexed beneath them as idf w;D;S ¼ log Then, with T F w;Di values (or TF values for simplicity) maintained by a document summary available, the textual relevance of a document d 2 D i to q can be estimated by ðiÞ ¼ P w2W q idf w;D;S Á T F w;Di . We formulate TF in such a way that ðiÞ provides a good estimation of ðdÞ for d 2 D i . Consequently, the estimated values, although not necessarily the exact values, are useful to prune those nodes that do not contain any qualified documents in an early stage of a search process. Notice that this pruning is very flexible. It can be based on the joint spatial and textual relevance, the pure spatial relevance, or the pure textual relevance. Further, based on the estimated values, a ranking algorithm can order the candidate documents and give higher priorities to those nodes which are more likely to contain result documents. The top-k document search algorithm will be detailed in Section 4.
Although at the first glance it looks similar to Hybrid R , IR-tree is indeed structurally and functionally different from Hybrid R . From the design perspective, Hybrid R focuses purely on document search, not supporting document ranking that is critical to top-k document retrieval. On the contrary, IR-tree maintains document summaries at different levels which enables an estimation of the joint relevances of documents to a given query without reaching the leaf level, such that the top-k result documents can be determined without getting all the candidates ranked. On the other hand, IR-tree, KR*-tree, and IR 2 -Tree are all based on R-tree structure. While KR*-tree and IR 2 -Tree are mainly for serving document filtering, they do not support document ranking. Nevertheless, IR-tree supports both geographic document search and ranking. Besides, IR-tree can be tailored, though not explored in this paper, to cater for various application needs by adjusting the content of document summaries to support other relevant measurements based on different TF-IDF variants.
Two Alternative T F w;D i
As shown earlier, TF plays an important role in estimating the textual relevance ðiÞ at node i. Thus, two TF variants are considered in this work.
TFs. Given a query q related to a query spatial scope S, the textual relevance of a document d with respect to a query keyword w depends on the product of tf w;d and idf w;D;S . As such, a straightforward approach to present T F w;D i is to maintain in each document summary the tf w;d values for each word w 2 W i ; hence, T F w;Di ¼ [ d2Di^tfw;d>0 fhd; tf w;d ig. In other words, T F w;D i resembles an inverted file with respect to all the documents indexed beneath node i. With document information available at each level of IR-tree, the search efficiency is improved at the expense of extremely high storage overhead for OðjD i j Â jW i jÞ TF values. Therefore, keeping all tfs in every document summary is very storage expensive.
TF maximum. In order to alleviate the storage overhead, we store at node i the T Á idf w;D;S Þ. The search for top-k documents can follow a path through node i to reach result documents based on maximal TF values, and the details about the search will be presented in Section 4.
Keyword-Based Storage Scheme
As the index I/O cost directly affects the search performance, how an index is organized on disk is an important issue. In this section, we present the IR-tree storage scheme.
In an IR-tree, every nonleaf node h maintains pointers to individual child nodes i together with their document summaries hA i ; jD i j; [ w2Wi fdf w;Di ; T F w;Di gi. Consider a scenario where jW i j ¼ 2;000 and T F w;Di as the TF maximum, df w;Di and w take 2, 1, and 1 bytes, respectively. Thus, one document summary consumes ð2 þ 1 þ 1Þ Â 2;000 bytes, i.e., eight 1 KB pages. Further, a nonleaf node with fan-out f takes 8f 1 KB pages. Since only a few keywords are queried, loading complete document summary corresponding to all the words is not necessary as it accesses unnecessary DF/TF values for nonquery keywords.
Instead, we partition each document summary at node i, i.e., hA i ; jD i j; [ w2W i fdf w;D i ; T F w;D i gi into different segments, such as
The first segment hA i ; jD i ji, which is independent to document words, is stored with the parent node h of node i. The remaining segments are stored separately. Observing that a search for documents textually relevant to a word w only requires DF/TF values related to w, we strategically store hfdf w;D x ; T F w;D x gi related to the same word w but for different nodes together in the same memory block. Here, a memory block refers to a linked list of pages. Fig. 5 illustrates our storage scheme, namely keywordbased storage scheme. It consists of three components, namely, 1) a tree hierarchy that presents the nodes' parent-child relationship in an IR-tree to support traversals for searches, 2) (conventional) inverted files, and 3) DF/TF value blocks, which keep TF and DF values for the same words in the same memory blocks. An example tree hierarchy is shown in Fig. 5a , in which every node has a fan-out of 2. As shown, hA N3 ; D N3 i and hA N4 ; D N4 i of node N 3 and N 4 , respectively, are kept at the parent node N 1 . Notice that in our implementation, each node sits in one disk page. The inverted files pointed by leaf node entries are stored independently. Due to limited space, they are not depicted. When a geographic query with query keywords W q and a query spatial scope S is processed, DF/TF value blocks for those query keywords W q are preloaded, and a traversal starts from the root of the tree hierarchy. When a node is traversed, its child node i with A i stored in tree hierarchy is compared with S and the corresponding DF/TF values in the preloaded DF/TF value blocks are accessed and evaluated. The detailed search algorithm will be presented in Section 4.
IR-Tree Manipulations
The IR-tree can be manipulated with three operations, namely, bulkloading documents, inserting documents, and deleting documents. Given a set of documents, bulkloading creates an IR-tree from scratch. Tne pseudocode is depicted in Algorithm 1. As a brief description, it first clusters documents based on their spatial locations into leaf-level entries, and then groups the formed entries as nodes in a bottom-up fashion repeatedly until the root is formed.
Algorithm 1. IR-tree Construction
Input: a document set, D; minimal node fan-out, min; maximal node fan-out, max; Output: the root of an IR-tree; Here, we assume that each document is mapped to one location L d , and documents mapped to the same location are collected in a set of entries N e (lines 2-9). Accordingly, an inverted file is created for each entry e 2 N e to keep the term frequencies of different words (lines 10-11). Further, entries in N e are clustered according to their locations to form IR-tree nodes, each of which is associated with a document summary. The number of entries included into one node is bounded by the minimum and the maximum fan-outs, i.e., min and max, respectively (lines 12-14) . Typically, min is set to 30 percent of max and max is determined as the quotient of disk page size divided by the maximum entry size. The entries for generated nodes (i.e., N 0 e ) are grouped by the same clustering logic. At last, when the number of generated entries (i.e., jN e j) is small enough ( max) to be represented by a node, a root node is formed and returned to complete this bulkloading (lines 15-16) .
Besides, the structure of IR-tree can be easily adapted when new documents are added and/or existing documents are deleted. When a new document d is inserted, based on L d , we traverse an IR-tree to reach a leaf node that provides the smallest expanded area after L d is included. Then, the document summaries of all nodes on the path from the leaf node to the root are updated to accommodate d. On the other hand, deletion of a document d is handled by first locating the leaf node holding d. Then, the document summaries of all nodes on the path from the leaf node to the root are updated to reflect the removal of d. We omit the detailed insertion and deletion algorithms and handling of some situations (such as node overflow and node underfull) because they are similar to those for conventional R-trees.
TOP-k DOCUMENT SEARCH
In light of that the size of the candidate set is much larger than the required number of result documents, k, we develop a top-k document search algorithm based on IRtree to improve the efficiency of geographic document search. The top-k search algorithm effectively avoids the computation of the relevance scores for most of, if not all, nonresult candidate documents. Algorithm 2 outlines the logic of the top-k search algorithm. It is composed of two steps, namely, 1) IDF-Calculation and 2) Top-k Document Retrieval. As the names suggest, the former determines IDF for query keywords; and the latter computes the relevance of candidate documents and returns k most relevant documents. In the following, we detail these two steps and discuss the advantage of this algorithm.
Algorithm 2. Top-k Document Search
Input: the root of an IR-tree r; a query q with keywords, W q , and spatial scope, S q ; the requested number of result documents, k; the ratio between spatial and textual relevance, ; Output:
a set of top k 
Step One: Derivation of IDF Values
As defined in (2), idf, a component to TF-IDF for textual relevance, is a fraction between jD S j and df w;DS . As the first step, we determine all of the documents that are located inside the query scope S q for a query q. With jD i j (as a part of document summary) available with every node i in an IR-tree, the search only needs to traverse to the nodes i with A i S q . Notice that if node i is already fully covered by S q , it is not necessary to visit i's child/descendant nodes in order to determine df w;D S and jD S j. Meanwhile, we need to identify some candidate nodes that contain result documents being spatially and textually relevant to a query. Documents beneath those nodes fully covered by S are spatially relevant to the query but may not be textually relevant. To determine whether a node i contains any textually relevant document, we examine the df w;Di values corresponding to each query keyword w 2 W q and discard the node if 8w 2 W q ; df w;Di ¼ 0. Based on these ideas, we formulate Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. IDF Calculation
Input In the algorithm, we use a depth-first traversal strategy to determine idf for all query keywords and to collect nodes with candidate documents. Notice that breath-first traversal is also applicable. In detail, an entry that represents a node is examined from a stack in each iteration. If has its area A not covered by S q ; and all the nodes indexed beneath it can be discarded immediately. Otherwise, A and S q overlap in two cases: 1) A covered by S q in part, and 2) A completely covered by S q . For case 1), the child nodes of , that have smaller area than , are pending for later examination (line 12). For case 2), we accumulate jD j to D S (line 7). In addition, we check whether can contribute to DF w by checking df w;D corresponding to each query keyword w 2 W q . Once a nonzero df w;D value is found, DF w will be updated accordingly and is inserted into B. Here, B is a buffer to keep track of nodes fully covered by S q during the traversal and it can facilitate the document retrieval step, as to be discussed next. The traversal repeats until the stack T is empty. Lemma 1. When a node i with zero df w;D i value for each query keyword (i.e., 8w 2 W q ; df w;D i ¼ 0), all the documents indexed beneath i are textually irrelevant to q.
Proof. Suppose there is a document d 2 D i that is textually relevant to q, i.e., 9w 2 W q ; tf w;d Â idf w;D;S q > 0. Consequently, tf w;d > 0 and hence df w;D i is at least one which contradicts our assumption to complete the proof. t u
Step Two: Top-k Document Retrieval
After buffer B containing candidate IR-tree nodes is returned by the IDF Calculation algorithm, Top-k Document Retrieval algorithm as the second step of the search runs to identify the result documents. As the candidate set might contain far more documents than k, this step tries to avoid examining nonresult documents. Our strategy is to evaluate the documents based on their joint spatial and textual relevances with respect to a given query q and to terminate the process once the top-k result documents are obtained. Algorithm 4 lists the pseudocode of top-k document retrieval. It maintains a priority queue Q that orders the pending entries (either nodes or documents) in descending order of their relevance with respect to q (lines 1-3) . Based on idf w;D;Sq ; tf max w;D , and the distance between and the query spatial scope S q , the upper bound of the relevance value of documents d within a queue entry (if it is a node) to q can be estimated as follows: ðÞ ¼ Á P w2Wq ðtf max w; Á idf w;D;S q Þ þ ð1 À Þ 1 distðA ;S q Þ . Here, A is the MBB corresponding to . We take the distance between the center of A and the center of S as distðA ; S q Þ. Notice that this formula also applies to individual documents to determine their exact relevance.
Algorithm 4. Top-k Document Retrieval
Input The search iteratively examines the head entry (, ðÞ) in Q (lines 4-15). If is a nonleaf node (lines 14-15), its child nodes are all enqueued to Q for later processing. Notice that documents d not in any l w should have their tf w;d equal to zero. Therefore, in case that is a leaf node (lines 10-12), documents appearing in l w ð8w 2 W q Þ are enqueued to Q. Here, the threshold algorithm and its variants [7] , [10] can be adopted to improve the performance of reading entries from inverted lists. Finally, if is a document (6-7), it is directly put into a result set R as has the greatest relevance among all in Q. Once R contains k documents or no more documents can be found as implied by an empty priority queue, the algorithm stops and outputs R.
Discussion
We use Example 3 to illustrate how the algorithm performs a geographic document search based on our running example. Then, ranking starts. The priority queue, Q, is initialized with entries i 2 ; i 3 ; i 4 , and N b . N b , with the largest TF-IDF, is explored first. Its child entries (i.e., i 5 and i 6 ) that contain at least one query word are put back to Q. Next, i 6 is retrieved and the document (i.e., d 6 ) is put into Q. Then, d 6 with the largest TF-IDF is dequeued and inserted into the result set R to complete the search. Fig. 6b traces all the steps.
As illustrated by the example, the proposed top-k document search algorithm based on IR-tree has five advantages over existing geographic document search algorithms. First, it performs spatial filtering and textual filtering simultaneously to discard as early as possible branches that are out of the query spatial scope and/or branches that do not contain any textually relevant documents. Second, it postpones the expensive calculation of the relevance between each document d and the query q until d is known to have a high chance to be included into the final result set. Third, it terminates once the top-k documents with highest relevances are identified. Fourth, it can support variations of textual and spatial relevance measures and different weights in combining the two relevances. Last but not the least, it enables an early detection of queries that return empty result sets.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of IR-tree (labeled as IR-tree in our discussion) through both cost analysis and simulations. In Section 5.1, we derive a cost model to analyze storage overhead and index I/O cost incurred for IR-tree. Based on the model, we observe several critical performance factors and validate these observations through experiments using synthetic document sets. Then, in Section 5.2, we used two sample document sets, namely, newspaper clips from LA Times (LATimes '94) [20] and news archives from Dow Jones Factiva (Factiva) [6] 6 to evaluate the search performance of IR-tree in comparison with two existing state-of-the-art approaches, including the hybrid index Hybrid R that puts an R-tree upon inverted files [26] and KR*-tree (labeled as KR*-tree), as reviewed in Section 2.3. Note that we hire Hybrid R as the representative hybrid index as it performs much better than Hybrid I . As discussed in Section 2.3, IR 2 -tree uses signature files to represent a set of keywords associated with each tree node; however, the signature files can induce false hits and cannot help in document ranking. Since it is very structurally similar to KR*-tree, in our experiments, we ignore IR 2 -tree in our performance comparison.
Performance Analysis
In the first place, we present a cost model for IR-tree to analyze its storage overhead and I/O cost for a document set D with documents uniformly distributed in jLj locations and in total having jW j words. In this analysis, we assume the fan-out of an IR-tree index is a constant f. We further use synthetic data set to validate the observations made from the cost model and to compare IR-tree with Hybrid R and KR*-tree.
Cost Model
First, we analyze the storage overhead and I/O cost for IRtree. As the search time is highly dependent on the I/O cost, we do not include the search time analysis due to space limitation.
Storage overhead. For IR-tree, its storage is contributed by three components: 1) inverted files denoted as S inv , 2) tree hierarchy denoted as S inv , and 3) document summaries denoted as S ds . The total storage for IR-tree, S IRÀtree , can be estimated as follows:
Correspondingly, S inv involves jLj inverted files, each consisting of OðjW jÞ inverted lists. As each document is mapped to one location, each list has OðjDj=jLjÞ TFs and document IDs. Hence, S inv ¼ OðjW j Á jDjÞ. Next, for jLj locations, the height of an IR-tree is log f jLj. With the root is at level 0, the number of IR-tree nodes, i.e., S tree , is Oð P log f jLjÀ1 l¼0 f l Þ. Furthermore, while each node is associated with one document summary, the storage for all document summaries S ds is OðjW j Á P log f jLjÀ1 l¼0 f l Þ. Elaborat- 6. Notice that entire Factiva is a very large document set and we only randomly selected around 4 Â 10
ing (5), we obtain a more detailed estimation as in (6), assuming jLj < jDj and jLj < jW j.
From the equation, we can see the storage overhead for IR-tree is dominated by that of inverted files. Also, jW j usually does not increase as jDj grows. For example, LATimes'94 and Factiva have different numbers of documents but they both have similar number of document words in the corpus. Thus, we can consider storage is linear to jDj. Following the same idea, the storage overheads for Hybrid R and KR*-tree can be derived and they produce similar asymptotic storage costs.
Index I/O cost. There are three types of accesses on IR-tree that constitute the I/O cost, including, 1) node traversal to visit nodes that may contain qualified documents, denoted by IO tree ; 2) lookup of document summaries to get the documents' TF and DF statistics with respect to query keywords, denoted by IO ds ; and 3) accesses of inverted files associated with the leaf nodes in order to evaluate the relevance of candidate documents to the query, denoted by IO inv . Due to the small size of node IDs and relevance scores for IR-tree nodes and candidate documents, we consider that buffers and priority queues used in the rank-based search algorithm are small enough to be retained in main memory. The accesses of those are assumed to incur zero I/O cost. Thus, the I/O cost for IR-tree IO IR-tree can be expressed in (7).
To facilitate our discussion, we consider a query with jW q j query keywords, a query spatial scope L q , requesting for k documents. We assume that all document locations are disjointed and meanwhile of equal size (i.e., A=jLj), with A being the total area of the search space. A fraction jL q j A of an IR-tree tree hierarchy is approximately accessed. 7 In total, there are Oð Each block has entries with respect to each IR-tree node, and thus IO ds takes OðjW q j Á P log f jLjÀ1 h¼0 f h Þ pages. Finally, OðjL q jÞ inverted files are accessed. In other words, OðjW q j Á jL q jÞ inverted lists are accessed, with each having jDj=jLj TF and DF values examined. Putting all of them together, we obtain the total I/O cost as in (8) .
% OðjL q j Á jLjÞ þ OðjW q j Á jLjÞ þ OðjW q j Á jL q j Á jDj=jLjÞ:
Equation (8) well indicates the performance factors. First, the tree traversal cost (i.e., the first term) is mainly dependent on the size of a query spatial scope L q and the size of an IRtree which, in turn, is affected by jLj. Second, the overhead of document summary lookups (i.e., the second term) is contributed by the number of queried words jW q j and the size of an IR-tree. Finally, the access of inverted files (i.e., the third term) is based on jDj; jLj; jL q j, and jW q j. Notice that this equation does not take k, the number of requested documents, into account. Hence, (8) simply reflects the (worst case) condition that k is very large and/or all result documents are sparsely distributed in different leaf nodes. Of course, when k is small, the search efficiency improves since many nodes and their indexed inverted files are skipped from detailed examinations. On the contrary, Hybrid R and KR*-tree produce the same asymptotic I/O costs. However, without incorporating ranking into the search as IR-tree, both of them always incur the worst-case I/ O costs as stated in (8) . This observation is consistent with our experiments to be presented next.
Validation Using Synthetic Documents
Here, we adopt synthetic document sets to validate the observations made from the cost models on IR-tree. As for comparison, we include Hybrid R and KR*-tree. Since jW j is almost constant for a document set, in our evaluation, we study the factors jLj and jDj only.
The synthetic document sets are generated as follows: First, the document locations distribute uniformly over the search space and we assume each location contains the same number of documents. Second, we assume there are 50,000 words in total and each document contains 500 words. Regarding the size of locations, queries, and other settings, we follow our simulation settings that will be detailed in the next section. In the following, we first examine the impact of jLj by changing jLj from 2,000 to 8,000, with jDj fixed at 100,000. Then, we evaluate the impact of jDj varying from 100,000 to 1,000,000 while jLj is defaulted at 1,000.
Effect of jLj. First, we evaluate the performance of different approaches against the number of locations jLj. The evaluation results in terms of storage cost and I/O cost are depicted in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a , the storage incurred by IR-tree grows linearly with jLj, consistent to the observation made on (6). The same trends for Hybrid R and KR*-tree are also observed. In Fig. 7b , similar linear trends are observed for all the three approaches. Compared with the other two, IR-tree performs the best as its cost increases slightly with jLj. Here, Hybrid R produces the smallest indexes but it incurs the largest I/O cost. IR-tree and KR*-tree produce indexes of similar size but IR-tree incurs less I/O than KR*-tree due to the efficient rank-based search algorithm facilitated by document summaries.
Effect of jDj. Next, we evaluate the impact of the document set size (jDj) on storage overhead and index I/O cost. Fig. 8 shows the experiment results against jDj with jLj fixed at 1,000. It is clear that all approaches follow a linear trend with jDj, consistent to the behavior determined in our cost model. Meanwhile, we can also see a significant difference in terms of magnitudes among all those approaches. This can be analyzed and explained by the above-discussed reasons.
Simulations Based on Real Document Sets
Next, we examine the performance of IR-tree on two real document sets, namely, LATimes'94 and Factiva. In what follows, we first present the experiment setup. Then, we discuss the evaluation details and experiment results in terms of search time and search I/O cost against different query parameters. Finally, we present the storage cost incurred for different approaches.
Experiment Setup
To prepare the sample documents for experiments, we extract location names from all individual documents and then geocode the location names into spatial regions, following a commonly used practice (e.g., [5] , [26] ). Our geocoder is developed based on a proprietary geographic ontology that covers about 129,784 worldwide locations [19] , and it employs the focus-detecting algorithm [1] to locate one location for each document. As different locations cover different granularity, we associate each location with a type (e.g., state, and superlarge city) according to the government or administration types and the population sizes, and assume the locations of the same type cover the regions of the same size. In this evaluation, six types of locations are defined and their sizes are shown in Table 2 . The overall search space is roughly set to 3;000 km Â 3;000 km. Take a document d i that is geocoded to Chicago city as an example. The spatial scope of d i (i.e., L d i ) is set to a square centered at l Chicago with the side length set to 200 km. Here, l Chicago is the point location that represents the center of Chicago, which is predefined by the internal geographic ontology. Finally, Table 3 summarizes the properties of two sample document sets.
We implement IR-tree and store the index on disk using keyword-based storage scheme, denoted by IR-tree. In addition, we implement the hybrid index Hybrid R that presents an R-tree on top of inverted files and KR*-tree (denoted as KR*-tree) for comparison. Notice that since the original KR*-tree can only support search for documents that contain all query keywords, we improve its query processing algorithm to handle the search for documents that can contain some query keywords, for comparison. The improved algorithm keeps all the candidate nodes with each containing at least one of the query keywords in the node selection process and then retrieves all the documents from these candidate nodes for top-k document ranking. In our experiment, we fix the disk page size at 1 KB, use 4-byte integers to represent a document ID, a node ID, a TF value (i.e., tf max w;D or tf w;d ), a DF value (i.e., idf w;D;S ), a pointer individually, and use two 4-byte floating points to store coordinates in a two-dimensional space. All the algorithms were implemented in Microsoft Visual C++, and all the experiments were conducted on Intel Xeon 2.0 GHz computers equipped with 8 GB main memory running Microsoft Windows Server 2003.
In the following, we present the results of two sets of experiments. The first set is to examine the search performance of IR-tree against that of others in terms of average search time and average I/O cost. The former is the average duration between the time the query is issued to the time all of the result documents are identified over all of the evaluated queries, and the latter stands for the average number of index pages accessed by each query. Since the query time and I/O cost of retrieving the result documents is independent on the algorithms adopted, they are excluded from our simulation results. Each experiment runs 100 random queries with each query containing up to four keywords related to finance, politics, travel, and food. Each query on average has 1.91 keywords, and 11,174 documents of Factiva data set, and 10,437 documents of Latimes '94 data set are textually relevant to a query on average. All the queries are run independently such that no query results and intermediate states would be left in the system to benefit subsequent ones. The second set of experiments is to examine the index construction cost and the storage overhead of IRtree in comparison with that of others.
Search Efficiency
In the first set of experiments, we investigate the impacts of three factors on the search performance. They are 1) the size of the query spatial scope jSj; 2) the number of requested documents k; and 3) the relative importance of textual relevance to spatial relevance. Their settings are shown in Table 4 in which the underlined values are the default settings. In each experiment, we only vary one parameter value while fixing the others at their defaults, unless explicitly stated. We do not report the performance of Hybrid I as it performs much worse than Hybrid R for all of the cases. As an example, for Factiva, when k ¼ 100; ¼ 0:5 and jSj varies from 10 2 to 500 2 , the search time and I/O cost incurred for Hybrid I is shown in Table 5 . Comparing with the results depicted in Fig. 10 , we can find out that Hybrid R significantly outperforms Hybrid I . The similar observations were made for the rest experiments. The reason behind is that to compute TF-IDF all of the documents located inside a query spatial scope should be retrieved in order to decide the idf value (as defined in (2)). As Hybrid I maintains R-trees under inverted files, all of the documents that contain any query keyword have to be accessed, while the majority of them are located outside the query spatial scope.
Effect of k. First, we vary the requested number of document, k, from 10 to 300 while jSj is fixed at 100 km Â 100 km and is fixed at 0.5. Fig. 9 shows the experimental results of all three approaches in terms of the average search time and average I/O cost against k. The first finding is that Hybrid R performs the worst while IRtree performs the best in all the cases. Consider the search time. KR*-tree takes around 48 percent of Hybrid R 's search time while IRtree takes around 20 percent of Hybrid R 's search time under Factiva. For LATimes'94, IR-tree takes around 20 percent of Hybrid R 's search time and KR*-tree takes around 41 percent of Hybrid R 's search time.
The second finding is that the I/O cost of both Hybrid R and KR*-tree is not affected by k while that of IR-tree increases as k increases. This is because Hybrid R evaluates all of the documents that are spatially and textually relevant to the query, regardless of k. Though KR*-tree only explores the documents in the leaf nodes which are spatially and textually relevant to the query, it still needs to retrieve all the documents in those nodes first to get the top-k documents. However, IR-tree adopts a ranking-based document retrieval. It evaluates the documents based on the likelihood that a document will be included into the final result, and documents which are more likely to become result documents will be evaluated earlier. The advantage of rank-based document retrieval over blind evaluation becomes more significant when the difference between k and the cardinality of the candidate set is larger. As an illustration, when jSj ¼ 100 km Â 100 km, Hybrid R retrieves 440 documents and KR*-tree evaluates 222 documents for all the k settings under Factiva data set. On the other hand, IR-tree evaluates 182 documents when k ¼ 30 and 203 documents when k ¼ 100. Overall, IR-tree performs much better than both Hybrid R and KR*-tree in terms of I/O cost.
Effect of query scope size (jSj). Next, we evaluate the performance of the approaches under different query spatial scope sizes jSj (ranging from 10 km Â 10 km to 500 km Â 500 km), with k fixed at 100 and fixed at 0.5. The number of documents that are spatially relevant to S is listed in Table 6 , and the experiment result is plotted in Fig. 10 . In general, IR-tree performs the best while Hybrid R does the worst, i.e., the performance trend is consistent with that under various k values. It is observed that the superiority of IR-tree over Hybrid R becomes more significant when jSj increases. In the figure, IR-tree incurs 40 percent of Hybrid R 's search time when jSj ¼ 20 km Â 20 km, but only 17 percent of Hybrid R 's search time when jSj ¼ 500 km Â 500 km. This is because the top-k search algorithm adopted in IR-tree only accesses some, but not all, of the candidate documents. As jSj becomes larger, more documents are covered by queries, resulting in larger candidate sets. Consequently, Hybrid R suffers from the exhaustive scans of every single candidate document independent of k. Consider the results for Factiva. When jSj ¼ 100 km Â 100 km and k ¼ 100; Hybrid R and KR*-tree evaluate 440 and 222 documents, respectively, while IR-tree evaluates 203 documents. When jSj ¼ 500 km Â 500 km and k ¼ 100, Hybrid R and KR*-tree evaluate 2,210 and 960 documents, respectively, while IR-tree evaluates 601 documents.
Effect of . Third, we evaluate the impact of with k fixed at 100 and jSj fixed at 100 km Â 100 km. The result is shown in Fig. 11 . Again, IR-tree outperforms both Hybrid R and KR*-tree significantly under all cases. Since both Hybrid R and KR*-tree need to rank all of the candidate documents before determining the top-k relevant documents, their performances do not change much under different values. However, the performance of IR-tree drops slightly as increases. Notice that even when only textual relevance, but not spatial relevance, is considered (i.e., ¼ 1), IR-tree still performs much better than others, which indicates that the document summaries do provide good guidance of document retrieval based on textual relevance.
Index Construction Cost and Storage Overhead
In the last set of experiments, we evaluate the construction cost and storage overhead of different index structures, with results presented in Tables 7 and 8 . IR-tree takes a bit longer than KR*-tree because it consumes more time to aggregate the information of DF and TF. In terms of storage overhead, for KR*-tree and IR-tree, we separate the document summary from an R-tree to show the storage overheads of the different components of the index. Notice that IR-tree requires around 25 percent extra space compared with the hybrid approaches, since it maintains the summary information of DF and TF values of different keywords in the internal nodes. On the other hand, as KR*-tree only stores the IDs of the tree nodes for each query keyword, it needs less storages than IR-tree. Given the requirement of high search performance in search engines and the fact that IR-tree significantly improves the search performance as shown in the previous set of experiments, the extra storage overhead is well paid off.
Index Update Cost
The updates of IR-tree caused by addition and/or deletion documents is composed of two steps: 1) adding/deleting the documents from the inverted files, and 2) updating the document summaries in the nodes along the path from the leaf node that is connected to an affected inverted file to the root. For some cases that new locations are added through the introduced of new documents, some overflow nodes will be split. On the other hand, some nodes may be removed due to all their indexed documents are deleted, and some underful nodes are deleted from IR-tree. The handling of overflow and underfull nodes are common to both Hybrid R and KR*-tree. Consider only a small amount of new documents to add and a small number of old documents to delete. Update costs are mainly incurred in updating inverted files and document summaries in some nodes. Since only a few nodes (along a path from the leaf nodes containing the document to the root) would be affected by each update, the cost incurred for each update is negligible. Due to no significant difference among compared candidates, we do not include the detailed experiment results for space saving.
CONCLUSION
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